Iconography Level 1
Apprenticeship Program
2020-2021 Syllabus
Section 1: 2:15-3:45 Wednesdays (All Ages)
Section 2: 4:15-5:45 Tuesdays (Adults)

Instructor: Randi Maria Sider-Rose, Immanuel Icons Studio (www.immanuelicons.org)
E-mail: rsiderrose.raphaelschool@gmail.com
Text (best for same-day responses): 412-396-9617
Eligible Students: Students in no way have to be trained as artists, but they should have the
basics of drawing representationally (not just “abstract art.”), for example, the ability to draw a
face (in any style) with eyes, eyebrows, eyelids, nostrils, etc. Prospective students or their
parents should e-mail the instructor with a drawing sample if they have questions about
eligibility.
Note: Introduction to Iconography (10 sessions) is not a prerequisite to Iconography I, though
any Introduction to Iconography course can be taken along-side of Iconography I without
repeating subject matter. This year, the Summer 2020 Intro course was on Saint Sunniva and
the Spring 2021 Intro course will be on the Man and Mother of Sorrows.
Class Dates: This is a weekly 90 minute class following the St. Raphael schedule of 32 weeks
in the Academic Year.
● Orientation will be the week of August 31, 2020 at the regular class day and time to
make sure everyone is on board with technology and the numerous supplies. Because
of the visual nature of this class, students should pay particular attention to the webcam
set-up so that it shows the whole icon without obstruction while the student paints.
● Students should make their best effort to attend each class. However, if they need to
miss due to illness, travel, or church, please give the instructor a heads-up ahead of
time, if possible, and request that the class be posted on Schoology. Classes will not be

●

posted automatically, but only upon request. They will be posted the morning after
class.
Classes run Tues. Sept. 8/Wed. September 9th, 2020, through Tues. May 25th/Wed.
May 26th, 2021, with the following St. Raphael breaks:
○ Nov. 23-27 (Thanksgiving)
○ Dec. 21-Jan. 15 (Christmas and New Year)
○ Feb. 22-26 (Winter Break)
○ April 26-May 3 (Holy Week/Pascha and Bright Monday)

Course Materials and Required Text
●

●
●
●

Students should plan on spending about $190 for supplies in Level 1. (Information about
ordering is on the website). Extensive information about where to get additional optional
supplies will be provided in the document, “Iconography Supplies,” posted on Schoology
once class begins.1
Additionally, students need an external webcam to point at their work
Finally, there will be a significant amount of household supplies the student must collect
from around the house., A complete list will be e-mailed prior to the start of class.
Required Texts: Besides images, worksheets, and print-outs from the teacher,
students must order the following from Versta, located in Russia:

1. Divine Images pdf printed out and put in binder. If you don’t have a color printer (or don’t
want to use up the ink), upload the pdf to https://www.printme1.com/order and order pp.
1-289, printed in color. (The first 16 pages are not essential to have in color, but you
may want to choose color for the whole 289 pages for consistency.) Choose wire-bound
if you would prefer that to a binder.
2. Tracing Icons (this must be shipped from Russia)
Course Objective: Focus on Faces and Lines. In this first of six levels (years) of the
Iconography Apprenticeship program, students will gain mastery in the execution of the frontal
face in Iconography as well as concentrating on the skill of line control. To this end, students will
complete two small icons in the Fall and one larger one in the Spring, using the traditional media
of egg tempera and gold leaf. (Painting on traditional, hand-gessoed boards will begin in the
second year.)

1

Looking ahead to Summer 2021 and Level 2, 2021-22 Academic Year: Painting supplies will
cost about $125 for Level 2 plus some hardware store materials and size (glue). The $125
includes the summer board building workshop supplies. (Exact purchases with links will be on
the “Iconography Supplies” document.) It will also include enough pigment and gold to last for
years.
After that, expenses will taper off considerably. The Year 3 student will only need to purchase
the wood for the board (c. $10) and possibly gum arabic & a mortar and pestle, if we decide as
a class to make our own shell gold (c. $30).

●
●

Fall: St. Nicholas and the Holy Face icons on 6X6” Claybord
Spring: Saint Nina on 9X12” Claybord

The student will be able to demonstrate the following from memory by the end of the school
year:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Component parts of the iconographic eye, nose, and mouth
Geometry of the face
Highlighting a face in black and white (on gray tinted paper)
Highlighting a face in color: the steps of building up from a dark “sankir” base (1st flesh,
2nd flesh, etc.)
5. The different techniques of applying egg tempera paint in iconography (dry brush, float,
ec.)
The student will also be able to:
6. Describe the steps of gilding
Students in the Iconography classes of St. Raphael will also practice the less-measurable but
no less important skills of “prayer of the hands,” and turning over one’s trials and
accomplishments to God.

Assignments
Each week, students will complete the following as their homework after class.
Fall
●

●

Finish the painting we began in class if necessary. (Occasionally the
instructor will ask you to submit a photo of your icon in progress on
Schoology. You can also submit a photo whenever you have questions
or would like feedback.)
Complete the sketchbook assignment, take a picture, and submit on
Schoology by 5 pm EST Sunday.

Spring
●
●

Final Evaluation

Finish the painting we began in class if needed.
3X/week, work on the artistic project of your choice for at least 20 minutes
each time. Each time, take a picture and submit on Schoology, being
sure to submit 3 by 5 pm EST Sunday. (If choosing a scholarship
instead of artistic practice, the weekly submissions are not necessary, but
rather a final presentation to the class.)

●

At the end of the year (May 2021), one-on-one meetings will be held with
the instructor to demonstrate the 6 skills listed above. Students will have
the option of meeting beforehand for a one-on-one meeting to practice or,
at the instructor’s discretion, there may be required one-on-one practice
meetings with each person.

Grading:
Adults will not be graded, but must be able to demonstrate the 6 skills (listed above) with 90%
accuracy in order to progress to level 2.
School-aged students will also have to demonstrate the six skills with 90% accuracy before
progressing, but will also receive a grade for the purpose of their records. Everyone will be
starting at a different place, spiritually and in terms of skills. But everyone will make progress if
they organize their:

65% Time and Energy. All assignments attempted with good effort and submitted, all
classes attended (unless excused because of sickness, church, or family emergency).
35% Space and Information. One’s space and information must be organized. Among other
problems, you will have to ask the instructor repeatedly about the steps or what to varnish with if
you don’t write it down. We will discuss this in more detail in class and school-aged students
will check-in at the beginning, middle, and end of year, by taking a photo of your space and
notes.

6-Level Iconography Apprenticeship
After the Level 1, the Apprenticeship student can look forward to the following sequence.
(Details subject to change based on the skills and interests of each class.)
Board Building Summer Class: 2 1.5-hour classes during weekdays followed by 1-full
Saturday course. Dates/times to be chosen via a google survey so it works for everyone
interested. Recommended before level 2, but not required. If it is not taken, student must
instead purchase a hand-gessoed board from a place like iconboards.com.
Iconography II

The Face, Turned. Includes:
● Completion of the Hodigitria (Mother of God of the Way) icon on a large
board, focusing on the Theotokos one semester and Christ child the
next

●
●
●
●
●

Continuing to build drawing, highlighting skills on paper, this time
focusing on faces that are slightly turned, or “askance.”
Learning the geometry of the slightly turned face and be able to
freehand a drawing of a face on top of the geometry
Beginning to learn the different kinds of sankir that can be built upon
and how that changes the highlight colors
Identify and describe the different possible types of Theotokos and
Christ icons
Learn gold assist (gold detailing work on top of paint) using water-based
size, both on the Hodigitria and, on practice board, Christ in Majesty.

Board Building Summer Class: Same format as the previous summer.
Students are required to take a summer board building class before moving on to level III.

Iconography III

Busts, Includes:
● Learning the highlighting options for clothing,
including practice on tinted paper and making
color decisions
● Learn the geometry of the bust figure, frontal and
slightly turned
● Learn how to draw saints from multiple models,
including sometimes photographs
● Adding another “gold assist” technique besides
water-based size, namely, shell gold.

Iconography IV

¾-Turn Figures, Includes:
● Geometry and drawing of very turned figures, such as the Theotokos of
Tenderness
● Continuing to build a repertoire of more complex clothing folds
● Practicing increasingly complex gold assist and gilding projects, such as
solid gold backgrounds

Iconography V

Saints, Includes
● Learning how to approach a great diversity of saints, including bearded,
youthful, with anatomy (St. Mary of Egypt, St. Basil the Holy Fool, John
the Baptist, Christ Crucified).
● Independent project involving multiple canonical sources to determine
how to paint a lesser-known or less-often-painted saint
● Practicing busts and moving to standing figures, including geometry

Iconography VI

Standing figures and festal icons
● Learning how to collaboratively design a more complex iconographic
scene or festal icon
● Independent project of multiple figures, such as designing a family icon
● Painting an icon with different moving and sitting figures and
background scenery

